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Twice this year a political system has been shocked. First the United Kingdom BREXIT vote and more
recently the United States 2016 election cycle.
Why does this continue to happen? In an era of sophisticated polls, unlimited campaign spending and
Big Data analysis, not just a few but most missed these social earthquakes.
Some are now suggesting that the President Elect had tapped into something that the defeated party
did not see—and many of his own for that matter! If this is so, how did this individual recognize this
tsunami when the political pros on both sides could not?
We started researching this phenomenon in the early 1990s. Following primary efforts, “integrating
structural and process components into a dynamic system model” as part of systems analysis of human
interaction, we coined the term Structural Dynamics. i
Other early publications in the form of articles and speeches were formalized into our “Beta” White
paper which was released in 2012. ii In 2015 our first Monograph in Changing the Dialogue: A Series on
the New Business Dynamics formally documented Structural Dynamics: Foundation of Next Generation
Management Science.iii
We have defined Structural Dynamics as, “The morphology or patterns of motion toward process
equilibrium of interpersonal systems.” iv This is founded in the hypothesis that structure and process are
intertwined and often the latent or unseen variables only manifest themselves at a (now visible) tipping
point. v
At this point, it is often too late for a successful response. Strategic and often long-term competitive
advantage then go to those who more successfully read the structural dynamics tea leaves.
Earlier this year, we posited that the electoral go to market strategy; significantly different for each
candidate, might illuminate whether older marketing processes would continue to prevail over a newer
more disruptive model. vi The post-mortem will probably reveal the extent to which social media
supplanted television advertising, or not.
It appeared to this pundit that one of the data analysis culprits at work for both of these political
decisions was the roll of the polls. As an arm’s length observer it often appears that pollsters often
violated the requirements for valid and reliable data collection and analysis. vii

Moreover, individuals will misunderstand the question and/or actually lie to the pollster. Polls often
have a subjective component and can be influenced by the interviewer. Finally, the sampling problem
can bias their analysis and hide real data. viii
Structural Dynamics is well suited for the Big Data era. It’s very construct is one that looks at a number
of relationships, behaviors and conditions among variables, including those that are latent. The more
data, the stronger the business model.
Using advanced analysis techniques such as Structural Equation Modeling (SEM), the Structural
Dynamics algorithm is robust and can provide insight into latent variables. ix With sixteen major criteria
categories, complex dynamic and fluid social/business systems can yield their secrets to astute
management.
In 2016 there were two seminal events where many got it wrong. Can you and your organization afford
to be on the wrong end of a pivotal occurrence? Structural Dynamics suggests there is no reason for
that to happen.

Do your Competitors Know More about the Structural Dynamics of your
Industry than You Do?
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